
PVC Repair 

It’s important that you read the manual first.

In this insturction you will read how to repair your PVC rearwindow.
It’s not important what kind of tear you got.

Even disapeared material you can repair! 
  
To prepare the Fixer, shake the tube well. (about 1h. before using)

  



First of all we open it…… 



.... and let it get room temperature.

This is how it will look when your repairing a window cut.



So if you taped it, untape it now!

Get the cut edges warm, so you will get a better equal.



Never you more than 260C° !!!! IMPORANT!!!
ee

Your window should be straighter now.



Now you have to tape your window again, but just with papertape witch  are easy to remove.

Never use pvc tape, because the fixer would connect the PVC of your window the tape one.
Also you get glue marks of the pvc tape.

The Fixer open the structure of the pvc (the cut of your window get liquid) and petrified 
after hours again. 

This like the cut edges merge together.

That takes 12 hours the complete, in this time you should don’t driver or move your car in 
any kind. 

After 12 hours is complete finished.

IMPORANT!!!
Before you start you have to clean of your window.
No oil, dirt, glue or same.



Take a usual car polish to clean the window.

Best to clean is an cotton cloth. (old shirt maby)



Now polish the area at and around the cut/tear.

Don’t forget, shake well bevor opening!!!!



Now you can bring the Fixer on.

Frist you have to push shmoothe out a little drop.



It the drop is bubbleless, you can put it on the window.

Like a small regular sausage on the whole cut.



Shall be about 2-3 mm wide.

If it’s not perfect in line, it’s not a problem. The window will be prof anyway.



If the Fixer get drier, he lose about 60% of his size.

The thik “sausage” is now flattern.



This will take some minutes.

REMEMBER  Total dry after 12 hourse



The “sausage” is now just about 0,1mm high.

Now you can remove the paper tape



For a perfect solution, do the same on the backside again.

Try to hit your frist “sausage”



That looks best.

Same time to wait, 12 hours



Here you see howit should look like

Only you can see is just a scar :)



We repair the cut, waterprof and flexible at once.

All instructions are just a guide.
Some time it’s better to relate an expert. ☺


